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Hi dear friend,
I’m so delighted you are planning to start a Heart Centered
business. Congratulations!
I’m passionate about this subject and it’s my pleasure and
my mission to help you succeed in this endeavour.
Here I give you the framework to make your business
heart centered and profitable. Even more, I also share
with you powerful questions that will guide your most
strategic choices.
Wishing you great success in your Heart Centered Business
future.
With love and light,
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I created the Heart Centered Business Framework to help
entrepreneurs move their companies towards the Heart
Centered Economy. In other words, these companies will
merge:
• The spiritual and the material
• Social impact and bottom line
• The feminine and the masculine

Figure 1. Heart Centered Economy Framework
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There are 3 trends that are accelerating the emergence of
Heart Centered businesses. See Figure 2. Trends accelerating
the Heart Centered Economy,
They are,
- The Global Consciousness Awakening. Humanity is
raising. We are no longer blindly accepting the
destruction of our planet just for profit sake. We are
now more and more conscious of the importance of life
and compassion.
- Forced Digitalization. The Corona virus massively
accelerated the digitalization of our work and leisure. As
the lock down extended throughout the planet, people
learned how to host online events, set up their home
office. Most importantly people started liking this. This
is here to stay, even after lock downs are over.
- Financial Collapse. This is another consequence of the
Corona virus. There will be a global financial
readjustment. We don’t know how big or how deep.
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What we do know is that some companies will go
bankrupt and others will thrive. Some jobs will be lost
and others will emerge.
In the overlap of these 3 massive forces, the Heart Centered
Business is emerging. Consider these ideas in the back of
your mind when you are designing your business. Think,
- What does my soul say I must contribute now?
- How technology can help me to deliver this
transformation?
- How can the financial adjustment work in my favour?

Figure 2. Trends accelerating the Heart Centered Economy
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The Heart Centered Business Framework is integrated by 5
layers. See Figure 3. Heart Centered Business Canvas.

Figure 3. Heart Centered Business Canvas

1. Your Essence. This is the most fundamental part of this
model. The whole model is based on the premise that
businesses are modelled by the power and influence of
their leader (aka you). When your business design (and
decisions) are shaped based on your compassion and
care, the business will behave very harmoniously.
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2. Ideal customer. Serving greatly is possible when we
understand and care for the real problems of our
customers. It’s impossible to do this for everyone. We
need to focus on a very specific group of people, the one
that is a match with our soul purpose.
3. Irresistible offer. We’re inundated with products.
Decision fatigue is a real challenge. It’s on us to develop
offers that are clear and integral solutions to specific
problems. Designing this as a transformation journey for
your customers will also allow your business to generate
consistent cash flow.
4. Communication. You must go outside. To do your inner
work and product design are not enough.
Communication is not about just being visible or
marketing your product. It’s about connecting with real
people. It is about creating a shared sense of meaning
about the future that your company together with your
customer is co-creating. Integrated in this step is selling,
aka serving.
5. Delivery. This is the actual work of delivering great
value and a real transformation of your customers. Here
is where you can put all your passion and care to the
service of your customers.
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In this document, I’ll concentrate in the most critical element
of the framework: Your essence. When you answer these
questions thoroughly and honestly, the remaining choices
will be easy, if not automatic.
There are entire books written about each one of these
elements. And indeed I could talk/write about them for ever.
Because of that massive overload of information, I curated
the most critical questions for you to concentrate on the
essential. This will allow you to be fast and accurate.
Also I give massive priority to your essence as this is the one
thing that will allow you to get it right. After all, you can
change all the rest rather easily. Conversely, if you are not
truly connected with your essence, massive action won’t
work.
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Before you design your heart centered business you need to
shatter the myths of the outdated (and dying) greed
economy. This process starts in your mind and will inform
and inspire your decisions in your business as you build it and
grow it.
Business Myth 1: Paint by numbers entrepreneurship
For a while the online business world has been plagued by
business gurus, who promise you massive income (and
passive!) if you follow their paint by numbers system.
They offer you the magic pill, the golden bullet to make
money online.

They promise results if you follow the recipe. Now we live in
an uncertain and highly volatile world. If we are to be
successful in the future, we have to build it. We must invest
in improving our wisdom and flexibility, not in those that give
us an armour of processes.

Now is the time for you to remember who you are. You’re
powerful and wise. You cannot hide anymore behind a
someone else’s process.
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Don’t listen to the experts. Concentrate on your essence.
Serve greatly.

Business Myth 2: The Client is King
If you are meant to thrive in the future, you must dare to
build it. The future is not built by asking people what they
need. People might know what they want, but they don’t
have a clear picture of what they need. Yes, there’s a
difference. When you’re able to see the difference between
needs and wants, you’re very powerful.

With this information, you can design offers that are
relevant, easy to sell and that add more life to the world.
Compassion and empathy for your customers are king. They
are your best guides, better than the customer himself.

Business Myth 3: Fancy Branding
To make money online, you don’t need expensive photos,
logos and design. To sell you don’t need a massive list of
followers. Also an enormous email list won’t cut it to do
business now.
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What is needed now is building a heart to heart connection
with your ideal client. When they hear their story in your
story, identification will be immediate and selling will be
automatic.

You need engagement, and connection. Yes! All you need is
love.

Business Myth 4: Hard Work is the only way to success
For the past 5,000 years we have labelled hard work as work
ethic.

Silence, calm and sensing have been labelled laziness and
useless. No wonder we have gotten so many things wrong.
We took action without listening to our own intuition. Think
about burnout, pollution and other maladies.

We are living in unprecedented times. All is changing and
growing in an exponential way. Our brain and our hands
cannot cope with that. We must bring our intuition to the
office.
For you to start training listening to your intuition, follow
your joy. If it feels good, it marks the route towards your
goals.
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Business Myth 5: Think and Grow Rich
Napoleon Hill said “Think and Grow Rich”. This has been
misinterpreted by many as thinking is the opposite of action.

It has been proven the negative effect of positive thinking.
Sitting down and expecting miracles causes depression.

What Napoleon Hill and the Law of Attraction tell us is to
think: see what you want in your mind. Inspired on that
vision go about your day finding opportunities. It’s in fact
using your “Reticular Activation System” (a part of your brain
that helps us filter reality. As we focus on what we want to
see, we’ll be inspired to take selective, powerful, focused and
inspired action. That will bring the riches.

So, yes, visualize and no, don’t sit down and do nothing. Go
out and enjoy the unfolding.

After shattering these myths, now you’re ready to design a
business that makes your heart sing. Enjoy!
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During the past 5,000 years all things masculine have been
the definition of success: victory, money, power, etc. We
measure the success of companies by their financial results.
GDP is the measure of success of countries.
This has brought corruption, poverty and ecological disaster.
See Figure 4. Capitalism in Theory and in Practice, how the
key point that makes a difference is our “selfishness”

Figure 4. Capitalism in Theory and in Practice
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Our selfish desire to be the winner in the eyes of others bring
us to the Mindless Capitalism. What kind of selfishness could
bring us to the Ideal Capitalism?
My answer is radical selfishness. When we’re radically selfish
we want the best of the best for generations to come. We
want the best for the entire planet and every single living
being.
Radical selfishness is not the same for everyone. Each one of
us has his/her own theme: the cleanliness of the seas, the
mental health of children, the reforestation of the woods,
etc.
Imagine if each one of us was radically selfish. There was no
other choice than action and entrepreneurial action. We
would build companies that were a force for positive change.
This is why this is the core element of the framework. So,
what’s radically selfish for you?
Here you have my favourite questions to explore this
massively important subject. Enjoy!
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1. Tears. What makes you so angry that moves you to
tears? What makes you so excited and delighted that
also makes you cry?
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2. Your 10 highs. List 10 moments in your life when you
felt more alive. You felt that time didn’t exist. You felt
successful, happy, in flow. They can be business
related or not. They could have been at school or at
home. Analyse these moments. What do they have in
common? What can you learn from this analysis?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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3. Your wounds. Describe the top 3 most painful
wounds/painful shameful moments. Take the charge
away of these stories. Is there something good in it?
Is there something good for others?
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4. Your Credentials. These are the titles or diplomas that
you can add to your CV. They add to your credibility.

5. Your Experiences. This is another source of credibility.
These are experiences that are relevant to your
dream business, but not necessarily mentionable in
your CV. Look for the ones that don’t overlap with
your 10 highs.
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6. What do you want to be known for? So, after
answering all previous questions, you could make a
choice about what you would like to be known for.
This is your essence.

I know these are challenging questions, but
in answering them lies valuable wisdom not
only for your business, but also for your life.
If you would like my support with this, let
me know. I’d be happy to help.
https://www.blancavergara.com/yes/
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All what happened in your life (where you were born, the colour of
your eyes, that “accident” etc.) has qualified you to help a specific
type of people. They are your ideal customers.
As you have done very well with the unpacking of your essence,
you’ll find that finding your ideal customer will be easy.
Enjoy!
1. Who is that ideal person you would like to be working with?
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2. What problem do they have now that prompts them to work
with you?

3. What is their ideal outcome? Their big “want”?
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4. Who could they aspire to become? How is their life/business
when they become the greatest version of themselves?
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Your irresistible offer is the overlap of your essence and the needs of
your ideal customer. With the outcome of the two previous sections,
you can easily design a business offering that’s relevant, helpful and
easily sellable.
1. How can you solve the most important need of your
customer?
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2. What is the core product that will delight your customers?

3. What bonuses will make your offer irresistible?
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There are so many ways to communicate your offer. You can easily
get lost in this jungle of possibilities. You must make choices. Decide
based on your strengths and personal preferences. This will allow
you to be consistent.
As a second consideration, you must add the preferred medium of
your audience. Usually these won’t conflict, because of all the
foundational alignment we’ve done before.
Which communication channels would be the perfect match for your
personal preferences and the presence of your customers?
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Delivery is very similar to communication. You might design your
products and services to be delivered using methods you enjoy and
you’re good at using. The more personal you are, the more magnetic
your business will become.

How will you be able to ensure that the quality delivered is
consistently high? Live events? Tech platform? Team members?
Processes?
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Are your ideas getting more concrete?
Do you need help to make it happen?
If you’re looking for a spiritual, scientific AND business
experienced mentor who can help you take focused action,
stay motivated and make smart decisions so you get to your
goals… you’re in the right place.
I’m here to be your partner-in-crime: your cheerleader, coach
and advisor.
I don’t believe in paint by numbers strategies. If we are to
build the future, we must innovate! We'll create a business
plan that is centered in YOU: your specific business, situation,
strengths and personality.
You don’t need to do this alone. Let's talk.

https://www.blancavergara.com/yes
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